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Two remarks on pointwise periodic topological mappings 
I. J 0 6 and L. L. STACHO 
In his investigations [2] concerning the fixed points of biholomorphic auto-
morphisms of the closed unit ball in C (fi) spaces, the second author proved, that 
a pointwise periodic automorphism T.Q—Q of a topological F-space Q is 
necessarily periodic. (I.e., if for every x£Q there exists a natural number «=«(*)> 1 
for which T"x=x, then there exists 1 such that T"°x=x for every x££2.) His 
proof made essential use of the abstract properties of the function space C(£2) and a 
lemma stating that the linear operator f : f<->-foT on C(Q) is periodic whenever it is 
pointwise periodic. 
In this note we present a simple elementary generalization of the mentioned 
theorem about i2-automorphisms. This may have interest even in itself since so 
far we have very lacunary information about the structure of automorphisms in 
abstract topological spaces. Furthermore, we also investigate some extensions of 
the lemma concerning f . 
1. Quasi F-spaces 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let £2 be a topological space. We say that £2 is a quasi F-space 
if for every pair of sequences xlt x2,...; ylt y2, • •• in such that {xn: n£N}(~} 
H {y„: n^N}=& there exists an infinite index set IczN with {x„: n£l}~C\ 
fl {y„: « € / } " = 0 (here _ stands for the closure operation in Q). 
R e m a r k . If Q is a totally regular F-space (for the definition see [1]) then, 
by a theorem of Henricksen (see [1]), every countable subset is C*-imbedded in £2. 
Hence totally regular F-spaces are all quasi F-spaces. On the other hand, the real 
line equipped with the topology where the family x of open sets is given by T= 
= {G\S: where G is open in the usual sense, S is countable) is obviously a quasi 
F-space but not an F-space. 
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The definition of the quasi-F property can be stated equivalently in the following 
slightly sharper form. 
Lemma. If Q is a quasi F-space then for every family of pairwise disjoint 
sequences [x®: n£N] (k— 1 ,2 , . . . ) there exists an infinite index set IczN such that 
n£l}~ = & whenever k^l. 
Proo f . By hypothesis, given any J infinite czN and k^l, we may fix 
Hkyl(J) infinite c / such that {x®: n£Hkil(J)}-f\ {x<°: n 6 / / M ( / ) } - = 0. Now we 
can define / p / p ^ D . . . recursively by / i = N , I„+1=Hn+11 Hn+lti... Hn+1„(In). 
Clearly we have {xf*: n£JN}~C\{xf: n£JN}~ = ® whenever 0 < i : < / s M 
Therefore the choice 
7={min{/c€ / M : / c S M } : M£iV} 
suits the requirements of the lemma. 
T h e o r e m . Let Q be a countably compact quasi F-space and let T denote 
a pointwise periodic continuous mapping of i2 onto itself. Then T is necessarily 
periodic. 
P r o o f . Suppose T is not periodic. Then there exists a sequence x l 5 x2 , ...£i2 
such that the sequence p t = m i n {w>0: T"xk=xk) strictly monotonically tends 
to (as k-*<*>). Observe that T"xk^Tmx, if k^l and 0^n<pk, 0^m<p,. 
Hence, applying the lemma to the sequence [ x n £ N ] with 
x W = ( T * x n if 0 
" lx„ otherwise 
we can find I infinite (zN such that {Tkx„: nel}~C\{Tlx„: n£I}~=0 for all k^l. 
By the countably compactness of Q there exists an accumulation point x£Q of 
the sequence {x„: nil}. But then we have Tkx^Tlx whenever k^l, contra-
dicting the pointwise periodicity of T. 
C o r o l l a r y . T is a topological automorphism of Q. 
2. Baire group homomorphisms 
In [2] it is shown that a pointwise periodic bounded linear operator on a Banach 
space is necessarily periodic. The proof of this fact is straightforward if we make 
full use of the vector structure of the underlying space. However, one can raise the 
question, what the deeper role of the algebraic considerations here is. The answer 
is contained in the following substantially sharper result whose proof is, however, 
also very short. 
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Theorem. Let G be a connected topological group endowed with a Baire topology 
and let U be a pointwise periodic group homomorphism of G into itself Then 
U is necessarily periodic. 
Proo f . Set G„ = {;t(EG: U"x=x) (w=l, 2, ...). Since U" is also a continuous 
group endomorphism of G, G„ is a closed subgroup of G for each n. From the 
pointwise periodicity of U we obtain G = IJ G„. Thus, by the Baire category 
n>0 
theorem there exists w„> 0 such that the interior of G is not empty. Since G is 
a subgroup of G, this means that G„o is also open in G. Therefore, by the con-
nectedness of G, we have G„ =G. That is, U"°x=x for all x£G. 
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